From the valley of the river Duero in the heart of Toro, Coral Duero has been always
in pursuit of producing the most genuine and outstanding wines preserving the
character, personality, and tradition of Toro. Produced with Tinta de Toro grapes
originating from our unique and singular vineyard: Las Parvas, planted by 1880.

This bottle represents the profound respect we feel for Nature. Extremely old
vines, hand harvested in small crates, strict selection, only the best grapes are
selected: only 6300 bottles produced under the vintage 2016.
There are so many determining factors involved in the winemaking process,
some of them unpredictable. The skill to understand and combine all these
factors goes, most of the time, beyond chemistry. It’s closer to sensitivity.
As a result, a genuine and expressive wine with a charming personality and an
exquisite sensitivity. An excellent Masterpiece.

“So much life running
through our vines.”
Climate
The summers are short, warm, dry, and
mostly clear and the winters are very cold,
windy, and partly cloudy. Over the course
of the year, the temperature typically varies
from 0°C to 30°C and is rarely below 5°F or
above 35°F.
Wine-making
Hand-picked and carefully selected
grapes, chilled down to 4ºC. Temperature
controlled fermentation and very long
maceration: two pushing-downs per day,
then only one till the end of the maceration,
the whole process takes around 30 days.
Aged in French oak for 24 months to be
finally rounded in the bottle for around 1
year.

Nose. The nose is an explosion of fragrances
as soon as you uncork the bottle. We find
a multitude of complexity with a mix of
fruits, toasted notes, and minerals.
Palate. Full-bodied wine, with rich
complexity highlighted by various type of
wood and red mature fruits aromas. The
elegance of our best French oak barrel
will smooth the wine thanks to its 24
months ageing. With its long finish, we can
appreciate the qualities of our single and
unique plot, Las Parvas, combining finesse
and concentration.
Training
Traditional farmed viticulture
with a “Gobelet” pruning.

Type of Soil
At 780 metres of altitude, West facing,
closed to the river Guareña, these ancient
vines are rooted in a sandy loam, gravel,
and rocks below. These alluvial soils allow
for proper drainage and impart minerality,
as well as lower pH levels, resulting
in extraordinary quality, balance and
elegance.

Ageing
24 months in 100%
French new oak barrel.

Tasting Note
Eye. Deep concentrated, dark, brilliant ruby
red color.

Grape Variety Tinta de Toro

Planting 3.00m x 3.00m
Situation El Pego Zamora, Spain
D.O. Toro
Area 6.9 Ha

Planting year 1880

Bodegas Coral Duero was founded in
2003. Jesús Fernández, a visionary
working in the sea business, without
any wine background, had the dream
to produce the best wine in Toro. For
that purpose, he purchased more than
30 hectares of the oldest vines, built the
most modern and efficient facilities,
invested in the latest technology and
surrounded himself with experts in the
sector.
The first harvest took place in 2005 and
the results came quickly: Coral Duero
obtained their first recognitions in 2008,

Gold Medal in “Wine and Spirit Awards”
and 93 Parker Points in 2017 for wines
produced under the brand “Rompesedas”.

Our Tinta de Toro vines make up
approximately 32 hectares divided into
4 sub plots with their traditional names:
Rompesedas, El Salgadero, Los Lastros
and Las Parvas.

High concentration and low production,
our grapes generate powerful, fullbodied wines with intense color. This is
one of our strengthens, what makes us
different... this is the treasure that nature
has gifted to Coral Duero. Sustainable
agriculture and ecological responsible
wine making process to respect our
environment.

We can proudly say ours are among the
oldest vines in Spain, several are at least
130 years old.

In 2019 Jesus decided to retire but his
dream lives on. GHI Holdings Limited
took over the company in July. A group of
wine enthusiasts who share his passion
for wine and continue his legacy.

The Coral Duero key principles are:
efficient service to our customers.
Turing our business cooperation with
customers into lifelong friendships.
And most importantly:

to produce the
best wine in Toro

A young dynamic group of wine experts,
bringing a breath of fresh air, new idea
and a great understanding of the wine
market and its demands.

“Las Parvas”

Why so unique?

Las Parvas , is our oldest plot, some vines
were first planted as early as 1880. The
climate in this area is harsh, vines need
to be well-adapted in order to survive.
Thanks to these strong conditions, these
vines had survived during the Phylloxera
crisis.

